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BAR COVERS
PREMIUM, EASY, CLASSIC

The fabric and aluminium bars have a 3-year warranty for all material and/or manufacturing defects starting from the delivery date
(3 full years for the Premium and Easy covers and 3 degressive years for the Classic covers).
The other parts (strap, handle, stainless steel anchors, fixing ring, anti-abrasion pads, anti-abrasion bands, end caps) have a 1-year
warranty for all material and/or manufacturing defects starting from the delivery date.
Snags, holes and tears and well as the fastness of colours cannot be guaranteed.
The colour-fastness between the lackered aluminium tubes and the PVC cannot be guaranteed.
This warranty is subject to the strict compliance with the installation and care instructions.
The warranty does not apply to visible defects. Are also excluded, defects and damage caused by normal wear and tear (for example,
rubbing on coping), defects resulting from non-compliant assembly and/or use (for example, failure to remove snow, strong winds in
excess of 70 km/h for the Classic B-1.1, Classic B-1.0, Premium B-2.0, Premium Easy B-2.4 models, strong winds in excess of 90 km/h for
the Premium B-2,1, Premium Universal B-2.2 and Premium Color B-2.3, or violent hail storms), the bending of bars caused by too heavy
loads and product alterations carried out without DEL’s prior written consent. In windy regions, we strongly recommend fitting your cover
with a wind kit and water bags. The snow kit is not an alternative to removing snow from the cover. Snow must be removed from the
cover as quickly as possible. The cover must then be rolled during the snowy spell.
Limits to use: not suitable for infinity pools; water level kept at between 7 and 20 cm under the coping (during use and in winter); B-1.0
and B-2.0 model: pool 5 m wide and 10 m long maximum; B-1.1 model: pool 5 m wide and 12 m long maximum; other models: pool 5.5 m
wide and 12 m long maximum.
Wintering: do not lower the water level during the winter period or when using the cover, add wintering chemicals before installing the
cover, take all necessary precautions to prevent the water from overflowing (install an overflow) or the piping and wall units from freezing
(provide caps, gizzmos and wintering floats to prevent the pool from being damaged).
Reel system:
Roll-e has a 2-year warranty in normal conditions of use.
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Login to http://www.del-piscine.fr/en/warranty/register-your-warranty/ to register your DEL product warranty in the month
following its installation.

